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Diagnostic and integrated work-up for the management of Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukemia
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) represents a biologically and clinically heterogenous
group of diseases characterized by the proliferation of immature hematopoietic cells.
The diagnosis and classification of ALL is currently a multistep procedure based on
morphology, immunophenotype, cytogenetics, molecular genetics, immunoglobulin (Ig) and
T-cell receptor (TCR) gene rearrangements, genomic profiling and relies on the simultaneous
application of multiple techniques.

Early detection of t(9;22)/BCR-ABL rearrangement is now a vital
component of the management of ALL. What else?

Immunofenotipo

Morfologia

DIAGNOSI: MORFOLOGIA E IMMUNOFENOTIPO

MPO= mieloperossidasi, TdT= deossinucleotidil transferasi terminale

Hoelzer et al. Ann Oncol. 2016;27:v69–82.

Morphology

a 74 years old man with legs pain and hyperleucocytosis (WBC 66.940/mmc
N 11.380/mmc, Ly 40.160/mmc) Hb 11 g/dL, PLTs 100.000/mmc

•

There are no unique morphological or
cytochemical features that distinguish this entity
from other types of ALL

•

Blastic transformation of CML should be ruled
out by morphologic examination, with the
clinician searching for the presence of an
underlying myeloproliferative process.

•

Specimens from the diagnostic bone marrow
aspirate should be sent for both cytogenetic and
molecular examination, accompanied by a
specific request to seek evidence of the Ph
chromosome/BCR-ABL.

ALL: Immunophenotype
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Craig FE et al. Blood. 2008;111(8):3941-3967

Immunophenotype in Ph+ ALL
• CD10+
• CD19+
• CD79a+
• CD22+/• TdT+
• CD13+
• CD33+
• CD66c+
• CD117- (typically not expressed)
• CD25+ (highly associated with B-ALL PH+)

Paietta E et al. Leukemia. 1997;11(11):1887-1890.
Hrusak O. et al Leukemia 2002 . 16:1233-58. PMID:12094248
Tsagarakis NJ et al. Int J Lab Hematol. 2019;41(3):364-372.

Citogenetica
Esami molecolari

DIAGNOSI: CITOGENETICA E BIOLOGIA MOLECOLARE

CGH, comparative genomic hybridisation; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; GEP, gene expression profiling; NGS, next-generation sequencing

Hoelzer et al. Ann Oncol. 2016;27:v69–82.

PATOGENESI MOLECOLARE: BCR-ABL NEL 26% DEI CASI
A oggi alterazioni genetiche sono state riscontrate nel 60-70% dei casi

Attivazione di protooncogeni con due
diversi meccanismi:
- Deregolazione di geni intatti (più
comune nei linfomi)
- Formazione di geni ibridi di fusione
(più comune nelle leucemie)

Malattie del sangue e degli organi emopoietici, Sante Tura 2015

ALL Ph+: ALTERAZIONE GENOMICA PIÙ FREQUENTE NELLE ALL
DELL’ADULTO

SEER program accessed Jan 2019

Ph+ ALL BECOMES MORE FREQUENT WITH AGE

Lee HJ, et al. Cancer. 2011;117:1583–94; 2. Hunger SP, Mullighan CG. N Engl J Med. 2015;373:1541–52.

Karyotype/FISH

• FISH is able to track BCR/ABL gene fusion also in those particular cases in which it is present as a «cryptic lesion» in a
normal karyotype without Ph chromosome.
• The presence of additional cytogenetic abnormalities is common and can provide prognostic information.
• The laboratory providing cytogenetic results should be aware of the therapeutic value of the timely
identification of the Ph chromosome.

qRT-PCR

Screening for both potential transcripts, p190 and p210, should be undertaken. Where possible, quantitative polymerase
chain reaction should be used to document the absolute number of p190 or p210 transcripts, relative to a housekeeping
gene.
The p190 fusion transcript is the most frequent variant observed in ALL cases.
Lab Chip, 2018, 18, 3717

ALL Ph+: DIVERSI BREAKPOINT
p190: presente nei 2/3 dei pazienti con ALL Ph+
(meno frequente nella CML)
p210: presente solo in 1/3 dei pazienti con ALL Ph+

Van Etten RA. Molecular genetics of chronic myeloid leukemia.

THE PRESENCE OF THE PHILADELPHIA CHROMOSOME IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE WORST
PROGNOSIS IN ADULT ALL PATIENTS
Before use of TKIs in combination with standard chemotherapy as 1st-line therapy for Ph+ ALL, the presence
of the Philadelphia chromosome was associated with the worst prognosis in ALL

Pullakart V, et al. Blood. 2008;111:2563–72.

ALL Ph+: ADDITIONAL GENOMIC ALTERATIONS

Although the abnormal Bcr-Abl fusion protein is the main driver of the Ph+ ALL
disease phenotype, other genomic alterations are present in most cases, some of
which have been associated with increased risk for relapse

Pullakart V, et al. Blood. 2008;111:2563–72.

Additional genomic lesions: prognostic implications

Fedullo AL. et al. Haematologica. 2019;104(2):312-318.

Additional genomic lesions: prognostic implications

Fedullo AL. et al. Haematologica. 2019;104(2):312-318.

BCR-ABL1 TKD mutations

• PCR-DHPLC
• NGS
Pfeifer H et al, Leukemia 2012;26:1475-81.

NGS position paper, ALL Ph+

Soverini S et al., Cancer Medicine 2020

NGS testing before and during frontline treatment
What we already know from the literature
Pfeifer et al. (Blood.2007;110.727-734)
Using D-HPLC, documented the detection of a KD mutation in 41% di Ph+ALL patients prior to induction therapy.
Patients were enrolled in a clinical trial of the GMALL Study Group, were randomly assigned to receive a 4-week
induction with either Imatinib or CT followed by extended therapy with Ima plus CT. Despite high complete
response rate, all patients relapsed: the dominant clone showed the identical mutation in 90% of cases, suggesting
selection of the pre-therapy mutations.
Rousselot et al. (Blood.2016;128:774-782)
Retrospectively using allele-specific-oligonucleotide (ASO)-PCR on 43 cases enrolled in clinical trial of low-intensity
CT plus Dasatinib. The results showed that in 10/43 samples a T315I mutation was already present at very low
levels at diagnosis: 8/10 of these patients relapsed all with T315I.
Other anedoctal cases, can be found in the literature, in which the mutation detected at the time of relapse may
result from the pretherapy

Soverini S et al., Cancer Medicine 2020

Summary of the indications of the use of NGS in Ph+ ALL
When is NGS testing indicated?

Why is NGS testing indicated?

What if a low-level mutation is detected?

At diagnosis

Pretherapy detection of mutations
with known resistance profile at low
level might allow to identify patients
who have a higher risk of MRD
persistance and early relapse, and
help in planning an individualized
molecular and mutational monitoring

Monthly evaluation of mutation kinetics should be performed until either BCR-ABL1
levels decrease below 0.1%, or MRD and mutation level increase.
In the latter case, switching to a different TKI should be considered when the
mutation is known to be not sensitive to the TKI currently used

At the end of induction or consolidation
a)In patients with no CHR

b)In patients with no CMR

At relapse

Though few, such patients are highly
likely to harbor mutations conferring
resistance to TKI-based therapy
A relatively high incidence of
mutations conferring resistance to
TKI-based therapy is expected in
association with high/rising levels of
MRD

Personalized TKI choice should be based on the detectable mutation(s)

Switching to a different TKI should be considered when the mutation is known to be
not sensitive to the TKI currently used

Accurate assessment of mutations
status may be important for
personalized TKI choice

Personalized TKI choice should be based on the detectable mutation(s)

Detection of low-level mutations is
likely to affect posttransplantation
outcome

Posttransplantation reassessment should be performed for reinstitution of
personalized TKI therapy based on MRD and mutation status

Persistent mutations associated with
MRD+ may affect posttransplantation
outcome

Monthly evaluation should be performed for personalized posttransplantation
reinstitution of TKI therapy based on MRD and mutation status

Before allo-SCT
In patients who did not have NGS testing
performed at the time of transplant decision
After allo-SCT
Whenever a patient tests MRD+

Soverini S et al., Cancer Medicine 2020

qRT-PCR for MRD assessment

European Study Group on MRD Detection in ALL
(EuroMRD)

ddPCR: how it works

1. Sample dispersion in several smaller units. The sample is partitioned to the level of
single molecules through dropplet-based microfluidics techniques.
2. PCR thermal cycling for each drop(amplification)
3. Output monitoring. A positive fluorescence from a unit is regarded as ‘1’, while no
fluorescence or negative fluorescence is considered a ‘0’, similar to signals in digital
electronics
4. The number of the target molecule is calculated using the Poisson distribution.
Lab Chip, 2018, 18, 3717

Minimal Measurable Disease: qPCR vs ddPCR
26 patients (median age 50; 24 to 74 years) with
newly diagnosed Ph+ ALL.
ddPCR experiments were performed successfully
in all 26 ALL cases at disease onset; during follow-up
monitoring, a total of 117 follow-up time points were
analyzed by ddPCR in 16 of 26 patients.
- 16 (80%) cases, qPCR and ddPCR
showed concordant positive results (even
though 9 cases with very low amounts of
BCR-ABL1 were positive but
not quantifiable (PNQ) by the qPCR test)
- 3 ddPCR positive cases were negative at qPCR
- in 12 (63%) ddPCR positive case, qPCR failed
provide a quantitative result.
Coccaro, Nicoletta et al. The Journal of molecular diagnostics : JMDvol. 20,4 (2018): 474-482.

